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South Africa - Weather
Free State will see periods of erratic rain next week. The rain will slightly improve topsoil moisture, but
additional rain will be needed to completely fix the dryness. Dryland winter wheat prospects will only
improve marginally. Additional rain will be needed to support ideal conditions. Irrigated wheat
conditions in Free State will remain favorable.
Western Cape and Northern Cape will receive little to no rain through the end of next week. Western
Cape still has enough moisture to support a good outlook for the crop. Irrigated wheat conditions in
Northern Cape will remain favorable as well. South Africa will see variable rainfall through the end of
next week
Eastern Cape, Natal, and Free State will receive the most rain with totals ranging from 0.50-2.00” and

otherwise be dry or mostly dry next week • Any rain that does occur will be unable to impact longterm soil conditions • Eastern and central South Africa will see a mix of rain and sunshine October 2 –
8 o Western South Africa will receive little to no rain
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United States of America - Weather
U.S. MIDWEST: Eastern portions of the U.S. Midwest will be dry or mostly during much of the coming
week and possibly for nearly ten days. The change will be great for areas that received significant rain
this week. Showers may evolve in the western Corn Belt during the middle to latter part of next week
and into the following weekend resulting in some delay in summer crop harvesting and a slowdown in
crop maturation. The moisture will be good for southwestern winter crop areas.
U.S. DELTA AND SOUTHEAST: Dry conditions through Tuesday will continue to be very important for
crop maturation and harvest progress. Some rain is likely in the western part of the Delta Wednesday
and Thursday; though, this is unlikely to cause much delay in fieldwork. The Southeast will continue to
be dry Wednesday and Thursday. Below average rainfall is still likely in much of the Delta and
Southeast in the second week of the outlook as well which will be quite beneficial.
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South America - Weather
BRAZIL: Shower activity in center south and center west production areas Saturday through Monday
will be enough for some pockets of topsoil moisture improvement, but most of the precipitation will
still be too light for a serious change in field conditions. Greater rain coverage and amounts will be
possible in the first week of October at which time planting moisture will improve for several areas.
Soil moisture remains favorable in the interior south. Rain in the first seven days of the outlook will be
greatest in Rio Grande do Sul and Santa Catarina; though, much of this is expected Tuesday through
Thursday.
ARGENTINA: Rain in the first week of the outlook is expected to occur mostly in the eastern half of the
region where soil moisture is already adequate or marginally adequate. Most of the rain is expected
Tuesday through Thursday and will still be good for wheat development and future early corn and
sunseed planting and emergence. The west will not be completely dry; however, there will be a need
for more rain in October.
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Europe, New Zealand and Australia - Weather
EUROPE: A good mixture of weather will occur throughout Europe this week. Although rain will be a little too much in southeastern France, western Austria and portions of German into southern Scandinavia Sunday into
Thursday and fieldwork will be slowed, but the moisture will be favorable for winter crop establishment. Elsewhere, a good mixture of rain and sunshine will support winter crop establishment and fieldwork during the
drier days.
AUSTRALIA: Precipitation will increase Tuesday into Thursday in southeastern Australia and winter crop potentials will remain high outside of Queensland. Scattered showers will occur in southwestern Western Australia
this weekend into Monday, but will be light. Amounts in southern portions of the nation will vary from 0.50 to 1.50-inch most often in Victoria into central and eastern New South Wales. Local totals will vary up to 3.00
inches in the western slopes and Great Dividing Range. Moisture totals will reach into southeastern Queensland, but will be scattered and light. Moisture totals will vary from 0.10 to 0.80 inch and local totals varying from
1.00 to 2.00 inches in a few isolated locations. Widespread and greater rainfall would be welcome in Queensland.
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